
Chapter I 

 [15:09:20] <Gorsceu> last time I heard SDs were worth a Seele 

[15:09:45] <Gorsceu> *SSDs 

 [15:09:07] <Movie_Minerva> VSD's are where it's at, and I like Seele 

[15:09:52] <Gorsceu> WTT:  Lictor in Yuushan for lictor closer to the Core Worlds or on the 

northern side 

[15:09:28] <Droidabolus> I club baby seeles 

 [15:09:42] <Movie_Minerva> Because the real ones are too big for your club? 

[15:09:34] <Droidabolus> Baby seemed are fuzzy and make nice coats 

[15:09:50] <Droidabolus> Seeles* 

 [15:09:01] <Jax_Starblade> BLASTECH INDUSTRIES... Always Shoot First! ™ - OFFICIALLY RE-

OPENED! - xxxxx 

[15:09:40] <Droidabolus> Adult seeles put themselves in shady situations that allow pseudo asims 

to get tech. 

 [15:09:32] <Movie_Minerva> there is nothing shady about that. 

[15:09:52] <Droidabolus> Says syn and seeles lapdog 

 [15:09:49] <Movie_Minerva> Seele has earned where he is at, and what he has. I'm not 

particularily fond of Vodo's coup, but hey, he progresses the empire instead of letting it just fall 

into nothing. 

[15:09:34] <Movie_Minerva> I know, it's tiring diab. 

[15:09:36] <Droidabolus> Because that has anything to do with my statement 

 [15:09:31] <Movie_Minerva> Your statement makes it appear as if Lord Seele was merely given 

his hand, and used shady methodes to progress. 

[15:09:15] <Droidabolus> Why am I not shocked by that 

[15:09:22] <%Tanez> And that's not the truth? 

[15:09:29] <Droidabolus> Since I said nothing about it 

[15:09:14] <Droidabolus> I made the statement that the syn seems ssd situation was shady. 

 [15:09:49] <Droidabolus> I could give a bantha pie about the way he runs his gov. 



[15:09:13] <Droidabolus> Seele*  

[15:09:14] <Movie_Minerva> And I'm sure you'd be incorrect on that as well. 

[15:09:23] <Droidabolus> stupid autocorrect 

 [15:09:36] <Droidabolus> Right 

[15:09:55] <Droidabolus> Because I haven't been on that side of the fence 

[15:09:11] <Droidabolus> And you believe whatever your pals tell you 

[15:09:22] <+Seele[AWAY]> No Tanez, it's not the truth. 

 [15:09:25] <Droidabolus> So I must not know anything. 

[15:09:42] <Movie_Minerva> Acceptance to your ignorance is the first step to recovery. 

[15:09:59] <Droidabolus> Lol 

talking about ;P 

[15:09:15] <Droidabolus> Arent you cute. 

 [15:09:04] <%Tanez> don't know that I've ever seen you in here before, Seele 

[15:09:20] <Movie_Minerva> Every since you left Eidola you've been deteriating, and having your 

head up your ass. Ever since Tar died/left you've lost your standing with most people. You pick 

fights with everyone, you're just miserable and lonely. 

[15:09:42] <Movie_Minerva> Instead of adapting to hunting with the new rules, like water, you 

bitch about how your old techniques are ineffective now 

 [15:09:01] <Droidabolus> Oh noes all my dirty secrets! 

[15:09:02] <Movie_Minerva> and you're angry because others succeed still under the current 

game style. 

[15:09:59] <+Seele[AWAY]> I've been coming here a long time Tanez, just I don't idle in here as 

trading is not my interest. It's merely a means to an end. 

Chapter II 

[15:09:36] <%Tanez> Seele likes to argue, don't you get that? :P 

[15:09:38] <+Seele[AWAY]> *done rather 

[15:09:02] <Sal> 13yrs is a long time ._. 



[15:09:09] <Movie_Minerva> I just want diab to get a brain cell working so maybe Murishani won't 

crash into his rancor dung 

[15:09:11] <Droidabolus> Indeed it is 

 [15:09:20] <+Seele[AWAY]> I got dragged into here because my minions (not Minerva) told me 

about your little fight. I'm just here now, telling the truth. 

 [15:09:39] <Helen_Hawk> so u a follower lol 

[15:09:42] <Dr_Vuule> how much aare t9 rare droids worth? 

 [15:09:56] <Droidabolus> Truth is relative. 

[15:09:56] <%Tanez> not much, Vuule 

[15:09:40] <+Seele[AWAY]> Well, feel free to ask me about it then. 

[15:09:45] <+Seele[AWAY]> And who are you talking to, Helen? 

[15:09:51] <Droidabolus> When your the ones writing the story the truth can be whatever you 

wish. 

[15:09:17] <Movie_Minerva> So I guess you're not the best hunter in the game, since I've only 

heard that from you and your minions. 

[15:09:22] <Movie_Minerva> is that a confession to a lie? 

[15:09:39] <Droidabolus> The fact you care enough to even acknowledge my disagreement speaks 

for itself. 

 [15:09:15] <Movie_Minerva> I always care, that's my fatal flaw. 

[15:09:26] <+Seele[AWAY]> Conspiracy theorists love confirmation bias, in fact its their greatest 

weakness. They look only for information that confirms their theory, and discard evidence of 

anything to the contrary. 

[15:09:30] <Droidabolus> Minerva no ones talking to you 

 [15:09:46] <+Derak> What evidence is their to the contrary then 

[15:09:53] <+Derak> there* 

[15:09:58] <Droidabolus> You brought seele here to speak to me so go ahead and let him and I do 

so 

[15:09:08] <+Seele[AWAY]> Minerva didn't bring me here. 

[15:09:22] <Droidabolus> Of course not 



                                                          13[15:09:36] * +Seele[AWAY] points to the Empire's Director of 

Production in the corner. 

[15:09:37] <+Seele[AWAY]> He did. 

                                                          13[15:09:42] * +Seele[AWAY] waves to Tyris. 

[15:09:42] <+Derak> No answer? 

                                                          13[15:09:46] * Droidabolus waves 

                                                          13[15:09:02] * Tyris waves 

[15:09:05] <Sal> HI TYRIS 

[15:09:07] <Sal> <3 

[15:09:09] <+Seele[AWAY]> Well, I want you to consider for a moment, Derak... 

[15:09:14] <Movie_Minerva> I haven't even talked to Lord Seele until this shit started going on. 

[15:09:15] <+Seele[AWAY]> And Tanez can back me up on this one.... 

[15:09:37] <+Seele[AWAY]> I don't cop shit for things I didn't do. 

[15:09:41] <Tyris> I'm not taking the blame on it that one though. He's a full grown man who can 

make his own choices. 

[15:09:52] <Tyris> on that one* 

[15:09:03] <Grom> Lord? 

[15:09:04] <+Derak> So a self proclaimed personal statement is the evidence? >.> 

[15:09:16] <Droidabolus> That's all there is derak 

[15:09:22] <+Seele[AWAY]> And I'm certainly not going to make a big apology to the Empire xxxx, 

for my stupidity, when it's some uber-sekrut conspiracy with Eidola. I would just take the Imperial 

xxx line of "We don't need to provide you with an answer". 

[15:09:29] <Grom> Seele shoulda been killed anyway, curious to why he was let go 

[15:09:30] <Droidabolus> His story and my disagreement. 

[15:09:38] <Helen_Hawk> lmfao 

[15:09:50] <+Seele[AWAY]> But since it was a genuine cock-up and stupid mistake on my part, I 

owed the Empire an explanation and xxx apology for the cost of my release. 



[15:09:54] <Grom> Maybe because Seele is eidola 

[15:09:58] <+Derak> You would if you wanted it to be a secret 

[16:09:07] <Grom> and wanted an excuse to give a nice ship to eidola 

[16:09:11] <Movie_Minerva> Seele and Squall are truly friends in disguise 

[16:09:12] <Movie_Minerva> hahaha 

[16:09:33] <+Seele[AWAY]> lol 

[16:09:34] <Grom> Like that makes alotta sense 

[16:09:38] <Droidabolus> Every one knows all the old school vets are buddies. 

[16:09:39] <+Seele[AWAY]> Yes, Squall and I? Big pals. 

[16:09:56] <Grom> Yeah keep lieing not that your cover is blown 

[16:09:02] <Grom> Now* 

[16:09:06] <+Seele[AWAY]> Me and Vodo too. Old chums y'know? 

[16:09:18] <Grom> Uh huh keep it goin' 

[16:09:35] <+Seele[AWAY]> Hush now Grom, important people are talking. 

[16:09:40] <Droidabolus> Lol 

[16:09:40] <Grom> All an act, an illusion to trick your imps. 

[16:09:53] <Grom> You mad bro? 

[16:09:56] <+Seele[AWAY]> Yes, yes, run along now. 

[16:09:09] <Helen_Hawk> call him fat, that will make him shut up :p 

[16:09:16] <Droidabolus> Lol 

[16:09:17] <+Seele[AWAY]> Hardly. 

[16:09:27] <Droidabolus> Its OK seele I'm fat too 

[16:09:28] <Movie_Minerva> Helen, you're ridiculous at times 

[16:09:32] <Helen_Hawk> hehehe 

[16:09:42] <Grom> Ahhh Lets have a duel then, "important eidola spy vs. newbie GA member" 

Chapter III 



 

 [16:09:49] <+Seele[AWAY]> He can brag all he wants, but he ain't getting on my ship. :P 

 [16:09:58] <Movie_Minerva> Why does everyone say that? 

[16:09:06] <Droidabolus> He says he was on your ship 

[16:09:13] <+Brand> take a bath :p 

[16:09:15] <+Seele[AWAY]> He was on A ship. 

[16:09:15] <Movie_Minerva> I don't want on anyones ship 

[16:09:18] <Helen_Hawk> nekked 

                                                          09[16:09:19] * Tanez is now known as Tanez|Not_here 

[16:09:20] <Droidabolus> And he totally trusts you! 

[16:09:25] <+Seele[AWAY]> I let him onto the 1st Fleet's SSD. 

[16:09:26] <Movie_Minerva> I do trust Seele, that's true 

[16:09:29] <Helen_Hawk> with his virginity 

[16:09:55] <+Seele[AWAY]> He said he wanted to look around one, and given he was delivering 

Cheda, I certainly had no worries with him looking around an SSD. 

[16:09:05] <Helen_Hawk> droidatits wishes he could get the 1st Fleet's STD's 

[16:09:12] <Helen_Hawk> mean SSD my bad 

[16:09:20] <Droidabolus> I don't have room for any more stds 

[16:09:24] <+Seele[AWAY]> Which he did, and we didn't capture him or kill him. Not the GE's style 

to kill people who turn up to hand bounties in. We have some honour, and our word means 

something. 

[16:09:51] <Droidabolus> I can respect that 

[16:09:57] <%Tanez|Not_here> STD LOL 

[16:09:58] <Movie_Minerva> But you won't follow it. 

[16:09:20] <+Seele[AWAY]> He didn't board my SSD though. The IMS Victory! 

[16:09:42] <Droidabolus> I don't blame you 



[16:09:42] <+Seele[AWAY]> I'd let you onboard Diab, but there's too much onboard you could 

steal and run off with. :P 

[16:09:54] <Droidabolus> Because I'm a thief. 

[16:09:01] <Movie_Minerva> thank you for finally admitting it 

[16:09:05] <Movie_Minerva> after 6 years? 

[16:09:05] <+Seele[AWAY]> lol 

[16:09:08] <Movie_Minerva> 7 years 

[16:09:16] <Droidabolus> Name something I stole? 

[16:09:40] <Movie_Minerva> My heart 

[16:09:43] <+Seele[AWAY]> No offence intended, but for someone who kidnaps and murders... 

[16:09:58] <Droidabolus> Who did I kidnap? 

[16:09:59] <+Seele[AWAY]> I don't put theft as some moral level beyond your capability. 

                                                          13[16:09:29] * Droidabolus waits 

[16:09:38] <Movie_Minerva> Who haven't you kidnapped 

[16:09:43] <Helen_Hawk> ohhhh calling seele out 

[16:09:44] <Movie_Minerva> You kidnap anyone you can 

[16:09:49] <Helen_Hawk> go seele tell him 

 [16:09:51] <Droidabolus> That's what I thought 

[16:09:02] <+Seele[AWAY]> I seem to recall some poor FS that were detained against their will. 

[16:09:11] <Movie_Minerva> That's several of them seele 

[16:09:17] <Movie_Minerva> I have logs of Diab bragging about it all the time 

[16:09:21] <+Seele[AWAY]> Forced to work in a lightsaber sweetshop. 

[16:09:22] <Helen_Hawk> if u want to go there, GE does that all the time lol 

[16:09:23] <Droidabolus> Its my creed to hate jeedai 

[16:09:31] <+Seele[AWAY]> Helen, you're so full of shit. 

 [16:09:41] <Helen_Hawk> lol 



[16:09:41] <Movie_Minerva> So does NR though 

[16:09:51] <Movie_Minerva> they arrested a guy for nothing a 9 year sentence 

                                                          09[16:09:53] * Tanez|Not_here is now known as Tanez|Broncos 

[16:09:57] <Droidabolus> I've taken several of their lightsabers. 

[16:09:01] <Movie_Minerva> he was high up in NR was joking about BS and bought some stolen 

rmz 

 [16:09:05] <Movie_Minerva> so they cuffed him 

[16:09:12] <+Seele[AWAY]> Yes well, you asked who you kidnapped, I told you. :P 

[16:09:32] <Droidabolus> That's not quite kidnappinh 

[16:09:39] <+Seele[AWAY]> No, that's very much kidnapping. 

 [16:09:49] <Droidabolus> Its more my religious beliefs. 

[16:09:02] <+Seele[AWAY]> That was your reasons, not the act itself. 

[16:09:06] <+Derak> Then your religious beliefs involve kidnapping 

[16:09:08] <+Brand> So.. a religious kidnapping is not a real kidnapping? 

[16:09:17] <+Seele[AWAY]> Someone inform xxxxx! 

                                                          13[16:09:19] * +Derak religiously kidnaps brand 

[16:09:23] <Helen_Hawk> i want to see an explanation on that one 

[16:09:23] <+Brand> halp! 

[16:09:33] <+Seele[AWAY]> An explanation on what one, Helen? 

[16:09:37] <Movie_Minerva> What about Forko, who got confused and you unassigned his ship 

and then fought with cirxis over? 

 [16:09:50] <Helen_Hawk> religious kidnapping is not a real kidnapping 

 [16:09:05] <+Seele[AWAY]> You'll be waiting a while. 

[16:09:10] <Droidabolus> Detainment is not kidnapping 

[16:09:16] <Helen_Hawk> it would be for the grace of Ara 

[16:09:24] <+Seele[AWAY]> I'm however, waiting on your explanation of how the GE kidnaps 

people all the time, let alone force them to make lightsabers. :P 



[16:09:32] <Ara`il> Damn I need to take Ara off my highlights <.< 

[16:09:37] <Helen_Hawk> houston gonna knock a field goal baby 

[16:09:53] <+Seele[AWAY]> verb (used with object), kid·napped or kid·naped, kid·nap·ping or 

kid·nap·ing. 

[16:09:53] <+Seele[AWAY]> to steal, carry off, or abduct by force or fraud, especially for use as a 

hostage or to extract ransom. 

[16:09:57] <Helen_Hawk> i never said that u all forced them to make lightsabers 

[16:09:58] <Helen_Hawk> lol 

[16:09:00] <+Brand> See Seele, if you let him on board he won't steal, he'll just make some 

religious acquisitions 

[16:09:08] <+Seele[AWAY]> Indeed. 

[16:09:29] <+Seele[AWAY]> Well Helen, let us know who we kidnapped "all the time" then. 

 [16:09:56] <Droidabolus> Eh...if my actions against the jeedai are kidnappings so be it. 

[16:09:02] <Helen_Hawk> well, that is actually intel I can't divulge 

[16:09:02] <Droidabolus> I'll eat that crow. 

[16:09:05] <Helen_Hawk> sry 

[16:09:09] <Helen_Hawk> maybe next time :p 

[16:09:27] <+Cuinn> translation: I have no proof to back up my claim. 

[16:09:32] <+Seele[AWAY]> In other words, a load of bullshit. 

 [16:09:45] <+Seele[AWAY]> Because something tells me that my intel on the Empire is far better 

than yours. ;) 

[16:09:49] <Helen_Hawk> seele, i'm eating a bullshit. want some? and no shit is what is gonna 

come out after 30 mins... 

[16:09:59] <Helen_Hawk> sry meant taco 

[16:09:04] <Helen_Hawk> :s 

[16:09:07] <Droidabolus> Lol 

[16:09:11] <Movie_Minerva> Helen 



                                                          13[16:09:14] * Mike wonders when the Asylum workers will turn 

up to take the Lunatics away & return the room to what it's meant for 

[16:09:25] <Helen_Hawk> i'm fixing lunch dang it 

[16:09:28] <decoy> yuck 

[16:09:33] <Movie_Minerva> Can't we all get along and eat some decent food? 

[16:09:43] <Helen_Hawk> taco's are healthy 

[16:09:58] <Droidabolus> I just had a fat Italian beef sammich 

[16:09:17] <Helen_Hawk> and u didn't want to invite seele, so naughty 

[16:09:28] <Droidabolus> He's being mean to me 

[16:09:43] <Helen_Hawk> but he is that way, u can't blame the fellow 

 [16:09:10] <Droidabolus> All I did was point out a little shady thing he did and now all my evil acts 

are flying out of the closet 

[16:09:23] <+Brand> welcome to politics 

[16:09:30] <Helen_Hawk> lol 

[16:09:43] <Helen_Hawk> u know seele he get butthurt... 

[16:09:43] <Droidabolus> I don't lie about my evil acts though. 

[16:09:57] <Droidabolus> I fly that shit like a flag. 

[16:09:17] <Movie_Minerva> You might want to burn that flag before you embarrass yourself. 

[16:09:25] <Droidabolus> Right 

[16:09:26] <Helen_Hawk> lol 

[16:09:36] <+Seele[AWAY]> That's the problem when you summon the devil... 

[16:09:41] <+Seele[AWAY]> He knows your sins. ;) 

[16:09:53] <Droidabolus> All mine are common knowledge 

[16:09:02] <Helen_Hawk> sins are better than stupidity... 

 [16:09:07] <Helen_Hawk> oops my bad... 

[16:09:16] <Droidabolus> Depends 



[16:09:23] <+Seele[AWAY]> Diab, it's Helen... 

[16:09:26] <+Seele[AWAY]> Just don't even bother. 

[16:09:29] <Helen_Hawk> no U 

[16:09:38] <+Seele[AWAY]> We're talking about one of the dumbest people in SWC. 

[16:09:47] <Droidabolus> Minerva? 

[16:09:51] <+Seele[AWAY]> Helen. 

[16:09:56] <Movie_Minerva> Diabolus 

[16:09:03] <%Tanez|Broncos> I belive there are 3 of them talking right here >> 

[16:09:05] <Helen_Hawk> lol, at least i didn't get arrested, who is more stupid now lol 

[16:09:20] <Droidabolus> Ouch... 

[16:09:30] <Droidabolus> That was a zing. 

[16:09:30] <+Seele[AWAY]> It was fairly stupid, yes. 

 [16:09:45] <Movie_Minerva> A stupid act does not make one a stupid person. 

[16:09:48] <Droidabolus> I disagree. 

[16:09:50] <+Seele[AWAY]> But that moment of stupidity pales in comparison to your consistent 

swimming in stupidity, Helen. ;) 

[16:09:52] <Helen_Hawk> totally 

 [16:09:28] <Helen_Hawk> moment? u do it all the time in GE, it's a reason people leave GE and 

quite a bit of ur high up have left... was a reason old IU is no longer with GE now lol 

[16:09:41] <+Seele[AWAY]> No it's not actually. 

[16:09:41] <Helen_Hawk> i mean i can keep on going 

[16:09:44] <Helen_Hawk> lol 

                                                          13[16:09:50] * Mike agrees with Tanez 

[16:09:02] <Droidabolus> Corruption isn't necessarily stupidity 

[16:09:05] <Movie_Minerva> Greed destroyed this game Helen 

[16:09:09] <Helen_Hawk> seele, u do understand u keep brushing good people in the GE away, 

according to them cause of ur cockiness and stupidty 



[16:09:10] <+Seele[AWAY]> The old IU fell apart because the GE got sick of duplicitous members of 

the IU making nice with the NR and holding their hand out for GE tech. 

[16:09:14] <Movie_Minerva> greed as in the emotion not the person 

[16:09:30] <+Seele[AWAY]> Helen, I know what they say. 

[16:09:39] <Helen_Hawk> and this ain't me saying, i am just repeating what I have been getting 

told 

[16:09:41] <+Seele[AWAY]> And honestly, I couldn't give a shit. 

[16:09:46] <Helen_Hawk> and that is why u stupid 

[16:09:50] <Helen_Hawk> cause u should give a shit 

[16:09:52] <Helen_Hawk> lol 

[16:09:01] <+Seele[AWAY]> Most of those people are short-sighted fools. 

[16:09:12] <Helen_Hawk> everyone has their own opinions i guess 

[16:09:26] <Droidabolus> Uhhhhhn leeeeeeeemitehhhhd powahhhhh 

[16:09:27] <+Brand> The GE gave tech to duplicitous people and I get left out in the cold? :(  

 [16:09:33] <+Seele[AWAY]> Or people more concerned with their own personal accumulation of 

wealth and assets who didn't like me breathing down their necks to make sure they kept the 

Empire as their primary interest. 

[16:09:12] <Helen_Hawk> i mean i can't say wtf goes on in GE, cause well I aint in it "thx god" nor 

do I care, people just come to me complaining about u guys and it feels kinda old cause it's the 

same thing that comes out of their mouth. Seele is a puta face that can't comprehend and blah 

blah blah... 

[16:09:15] <+Derak> FS: Tabder and SY4 

[16:09:38] <+Seele[AWAY]> Yes, I am an easy scapegoat, Helen. 

[16:09:43] <+Seele[AWAY]> A personification of their issues. 

[16:09:55] <Helen_Hawk> u might be right, i can't attest as I said I ain't in GE 

[16:09:00] <Primun|NFL> xxxxxx!! IRC Betting today! Contact me for room 

[16:09:14] <+Seele[AWAY]> Hell, I've been toying with the idea of releasing people's ISB files that 

leave the Empire to demonstrate just how much crap we had on them. 



[16:09:16] <Helen_Hawk> but fact of that matter it's a shitload of peeps.... kinda hard to make 

excuses if it's only a few 

 [16:09:26] <%Tanez|Broncos> I'll be the first to say that Seele is smart; his style is just somewhat 

'brash' that people don't care for 

[16:09:35] <DIR_Elen[s]ar> Here's a question...if the Empire is really that bad as you feel it is....how 

come we've been able to hold Galactic Government for so long? 

[16:09:35] <Droidabolus> My only issue was the elaborate story around you giving syn a ssd. 

[16:09:55] <%Tanez|Broncos> Tyris: cuz noone else is bothering to try to take it from you :P 

 [16:09:00] <Movie_Minerva> Didn't FF hold GG for a while? 

[16:09:01] <+Seele[AWAY]> Some of our recent leavers left because they didn't have much else. 

We pushed them out subtely but left them with enough praise and golden handshakes to keep 

their honour intact rather than air all their dirty secrets out in public. 

[16:09:02] <Helen_Hawk> whoa sunshine, stfu u weren't in this convo and last, I didn't say I felt 

that it was bad, re-read again plz. 

[16:09:05] <DIR_Elen[s]ar> I mean, we only scare people away with Seele, surely we don't have 

the logistics to keep it 

[16:09:12] <+Seele[AWAY]> Because believe it or not, we're not actually total dicks in the GE. 

[16:09:12] <DIR_Elen[s]ar> You* 

[16:09:20] <DIR_Elen[s]ar> please* 

 [16:09:31] <Helen_Hawk> re-read. see what i mean stupid. i said people come and tell me from 

that ones taht leave, who are a shitload 

[16:09:33] <Helen_Hawk> goodness 

[16:09:39] <%Tanez|Broncos> lmao 

[16:09:51] <+Seele[AWAY]> Helen, I understand that it may seem like a "shitload" of peeps to you, 

but in the Empire's terms, it wasn't a shitload. 

[16:09:52] <%Tanez|Broncos> How about you type properly, where we bothered to read your 

lines :P 

[16:09:52] <Helen_Hawk> i said it several times, sweetie 

[16:09:06] <Helen_Hawk> stfu tanez, go milk a donkie :p 



[16:09:36] <Helen_Hawk> seele in the past hmmm say 4 months and not that I keep track cause I 

really don't, but it's been more than 15 at least 

[16:09:38] <+Seele[AWAY]> I guess 5 people is a shitload to you. To us it's less than a week's worth 

of new recruits. 

[16:09:45] <DIR_Elen[s]ar> You know Helen, you calling people stupid is kinda funny with your 

grammar... 

[16:09:51] <+Cuinn> ^ 

 [16:09:55] <Helen_Hawk> grammer can comprehending is silly mate 

[16:09:02] <%Tabty_Haasza> ...what? 

[16:09:04] <%Tanez|Broncos> ...what? lmao 

[16:09:04] <Helen_Hawk> i don't care to type correctly that is one thing lol 

[16:09:10] <Droidabolus> No u?? 

[16:09:12] <Helen_Hawk> U 

                                                          09[16:09:15] * Lord_Magus is now known as Sabo_Magus 

[16:09:38] <+Seele[AWAY]> We haven't even had 15 people leave the Empire in the past 4 

months. 

[16:09:45] <+Cuinn> It's one thing to ignore grammar and spelling, but some of the things you type 

make literally no sense, Helen. 

[16:09:02] <+Brand> Is it group hug time yet or what? 

[16:09:04] <Helen_Hawk> prolly cause english is not my first language? 

[16:09:05] <+Seele[AWAY]> As I said before though, very few people actually work with me, and 

thus very few people have any idea of what I'm actually like. 

[16:09:07] <Helen_Hawk> oops might be it 

[16:09:30] <Movie_Minerva> welp, time to go cause hell and shit in real life. 

[16:09:33] <Helen_Hawk> might be true seele, as I said I can't confirm as I don't know just relating 

info that has been passed. 

[16:09:37] <+Seele[AWAY]> They claim it's me, but it's not really. What they are using is the 

perception that has built up of what and who I am, not what I really am. 

[16:09:43] <Movie_Minerva> IF you want to talk to my secy,divine self, PM! 



[16:09:02] <Droidabolus> No one wants to talk to you. 

[16:09:02] <Movie_Minerva> sexy* 

[16:09:09] <Droidabolus> Not* 

[16:09:29] <Movie_Minerva> A lot of people do Diab. Don't be jealous that I'm out of your league. 

There are strippers for a reason. 

[16:09:31] <+Seele[AWAY]> But they make some awesome claims in general. 

[16:09:36] <Helen_Hawk> i even had someone tell me that u were the one that acted like the 

emperor instead of what u actually were, trying to take away from Guin's seat or something to 

that effect. 

 [16:09:42] <Droidabolus> Go sun and reroll 

[16:09:56] <Kalek_Vesar> ok. 

 [16:09:19] <+Seele[AWAY]>xxxxxxxxxx 

[16:09:34] <+Derak> >_> 

[16:09:35] <DIR_Elen[s]ar> Here's a little secret Helen... 

[16:09:38] <+Derak> Das creepy 

[16:09:44] <Droidabolus> Indeed 

[16:09:54] <Helen_Hawk> lol i love sekrits 

[16:09:26] <DIR_Elen[s]ar> He's his right hand. He's supposed to 'act like the Emperor'. That 

especially tends to be that case then the Emperor is on vacation 

[16:09:45] <Helen_Hawk> dang is he on vacation all the time lol 

[16:09:56] <+Brand> wouldn't you be if you were the emperor? 

[16:09:01] <Helen_Hawk> lol 

[16:09:03] <Droidabolus> I love how this snowballed 

 [16:09:16] <%Tanez|Broncos> usually does when talking about the 'evil' Empire 

[16:09:19] <Primun|NFL> xxxx SUNDAY!! IRC Betting today! Contact me for room 

[16:09:29] <+Seele[AWAY]> "The Executors role is to carry out the will of the Emperor and oversee 

the Imperial High Command. To do this, the Executor carries the full authority of the Emperor and 

his instructions are to be carried out as though given by the Emperor." 



[16:09:38] <Helen_Hawk> go bet i just won tell mil from betting against the cowgirls! 

                                                          13[16:09:54] * +Seele[AWAY] looks at Helen. 

[16:09:02] <+Seele[AWAY]> It's like...it's like she's trying to commnicate with us. 

[16:09:14] <Helen_Hawk> lmfao 

[16:09:20] <%Tanez|Broncos> rofl 

[16:09:33] <Primun|NFL> She won 10mil off of me 

                                                          13[16:09:34] * Droidabolus looks at Helens huge cans 

[16:09:35] <Primun|NFL> >.> 

 [16:09:46] <Helen_Hawk> bro, i can call u bro right? bro don't give that excuse to me. i don't care 

if u think u run the show. I am just passing info from within the GE ranks... 

[16:09:13] <+Seele[AWAY]> No, you may not. :) 

[16:09:13] <Helen_Hawk> see diab, seele let's me call him bro 

[16:09:16] <Helen_Hawk> :( 

                                                          13[16:09:21] * Helen_Hawk stabs Seele 

[16:09:26] <Droidabolus> Nowai bro 

[16:09:39] <Helen_Hawk> yes wai 

[16:09:46] <Droidabolus> No u. 

[16:09:46] <+Brand> That didn't look like a group hug at all... 

[16:09:53] <+Seele[AWAY]> I run the show on the day to day aspect. The Emperor sets the agenda, 

and I kick heads to make sure the Empire achieves. 

[16:09:08] <Helen_Hawk> like any good 2ic would, bravo 

[16:09:11] <+Seele[AWAY]> Ask Tanez, he had to deal with me on a daily basis kicking his and 

everyone else's ass all the time. 

[16:09:14] <Helen_Hawk> some people don;t get it seele 

[16:09:19] <Helen_Hawk> go put the hammer down 

[16:09:20] <Droidabolus> And vacation on eidola planets? 

[16:09:48] <+Seele[AWAY]> "If people like the XO, then he's not doing his job". 



                                                          13[16:09:56] * +Seele[AWAY] grumbles. 

[16:09:58] <DIR_Elen[s]ar> So get this. First you dont think Seele should act like the Emperor, now 

you think he's doing a good job...? 

[16:09:06] <%Tanez|Broncos> not ALL the time :P 

[16:09:17] <+Seele[AWAY]> Not anymore Diab. I don't think the Emperor will even let me go on 

another vacation ever. >.< 

[16:09:23] <%Tanez|Broncos> and I prefer to it as 'motivation' :P 

[16:09:27] <Droidabolus> Mhm 

[16:09:33] <Helen_Hawk> did I said me? are u really dumb bro? i said what I was told goodness u 

keep putting me in there i am passing info, what u think we have been talking about 

[16:09:37] <Helen_Hawk> seele go spank his ass 

[16:09:44] <Droidabolus> I doubt anyone tells you what to do. 

[16:09:46] <%Tanez|Broncos> shut up, Helen 

[16:09:52] <Helen_Hawk> no U 

[16:09:53] <Kalek_Vesar> o_o not a lot of trading go on here, huh 

[16:09:05] <+Brand> Actually it opens up a new market, I think I'll start selling 'Secure Vacation 

Packages', I think it'll go over big in the GE 

[16:09:07] <DIR_Elen[s]ar> Sorry Helen, your ability to type in an understandable way is getting in 

the way.. 

[16:09:08] <+Seele[AWAY]> The Emperor does. He's the only one that can get away with it. >_> 

[16:09:17] <Droidabolus> Trading insults count. 

[16:09:17] <%Tanez|Broncos> haha Brand 

 [16:09:57] <Helen_Hawk> lol, dang diabtits, u can get a spanking from the emperor himself and 

be inside a ssd, getting std's. go have fun mate. 

[16:09:14] <Droidabolus> I just don't see why you had to play propaganda just to give syn a ssd. 

[16:09:22] <+Cuinn> for claiming to rely on second-hand information and constantly trying to 

remind people that it's second-hand, helen sure is convinced she knows what it's like to work in 

the Empire. 

[16:09:45] <%Tanez|Broncos> rofl Helen wouldn't last a day in the Empire 



[16:09:57] <Primun|NFL> Be funny if someone +m'd here 

[16:09:57] <Helen_Hawk> never said I did, get that right. now lemme go blow one guy that cried, 

let me see wtf it was hold on 

 [16:09:09] <Helen_Hawk> i even got some emails of it, give me a few 

 [16:09:15] <DIR_Elen[s]ar> She should join the Empire for a few days....we do have an ongoing 

challenge 

[16:09:26] <+Seele[AWAY]> No thank you. 

[16:09:28] <%Tanez|Broncos> lol 

[16:09:31] <%Tabty_Haasza> I'd like to join for a week 

[16:09:39] <+Seele[AWAY]> I don't need the paperwork that she'd create pissing everyone off. 

[16:09:43] <%Tabty_Haasza> See what all the hype is about. 

[16:09:14] <%Tanez|Broncos> yea, but you could get yourself another notch on the A/E belt when 

she called you fat Seele :P 

 [16:09:42] <Droidabolus> He's just big boned 

[16:09:42] <+Brand> i honestly liked it when I was there, if it wasn't for all the waiting around for 

access and stuff on the deliveries and pickups I was doing I would most likely have stayed alot 

longer 

[16:09:59] <%Tanez|Broncos> I liked it there 

[16:09:06] <+Seele[AWAY]> Tanez, you know me. I'm not big on the execution stuff. 

[16:09:09] <%Tanez|Broncos> just was time for something different 

[16:09:15] <%Tanez|Broncos> I know, was being funny :P 

[16:09:39] <Droidabolus> I'm big on executing stuff 

[16:09:48] <%Tanez|Broncos> yea, stuffed bunnies 

[16:09:00] <Droidabolus> I'll stuff yo bunny 

[16:09:08] <%Tanez|Broncos> lame. 

[16:09:14] <Droidabolus> U are. 

 [16:09:24] <%Tanez|Broncos> what are you, 4? 



[16:09:30] <+Brand> no u 

[16:09:31] <+Sven_Wan> Seele would you like to enter? 

[16:09:32] <Droidabolus> Inches? 

[16:09:50] <Droidabolus> I wish I was 

[16:09:57] <+Seele[AWAY]> No thank you Sven. I don't accumulate personal assets or wealth. 

[16:09:57] <Droidabolus> I'm hung like a tuna can. 

[16:09:10] <%Tanez|Broncos> sharp and squashed? 

[16:09:27] <+Sven_Wan> Maybe enter on the behalf of GE, they would be more then welcome to. 

 [16:09:43] <Primun|NFL> Then why are you here Seele if you dont aquire personal assets or 

wealth? 

[16:09:01] <Primun|NFL> It is called TheTRADERS 

[16:09:05] <Droidabolus> He's here because I said his name in vain 

[16:09:05] <+Sven_Wan> Primun I do the same 

[16:09:07] <+Seele[AWAY]> Because the Empire still trades, dumbass. 

[16:09:08] <%Tanez|Broncos> he likes to argue, and this is a great room to argue 

[16:09:15] <%Tanez|Broncos> oh, that too :P 

[16:09:34] <Primun|NFL> Let someone else do it since youre 2ic prissass 

[16:09:47] <+Sven_Wan> I own 3 personal ships that is it, everything I do is for the factions I am 

involved in, I am guessing Seele is pretty much the same. 

[16:09:51] <%Tanez|Broncos> Primun, go climb a wall 

[16:09:55] <+Seele[AWAY]> Only the Emperor and I have make-over privs in the GE. 

[17:09:16] <Droidabolus> Send me an ssd. 

 [17:09:17] <+Seele[AWAY]> Most trading is handled by RADE though. 

[17:09:23] <Droidabolus> or you lie 

[17:09:23] <Kalek_Vesar> I too would enjoy a ssd. 

[17:09:28] <Droidabolus> :D 



[17:09:32] <+Seele[AWAY]> They're all protected, Diab. 

[17:09:40] <Kalek_Vesar> ssds for everyone! 

[17:09:55] <Primun|NFL> Ill like to claim mine then 

[17:09:06] <Droidabolus> Can we make up a sweet story that I caught you while you were taking a 

shit 

[17:09:14] <Droidabolus> And you send me one? 

[17:09:51] <+Seele[AWAY]> Tell you what Diab, if you can arrest an Imperial important enough, 

you might be able to ransom for an SSD. 

[17:09:00] <+Brand> and now we've gone from 'the empire is evil' to 'can we all have ssds please?' 

[17:09:03] <Droidabolus> Maybe! 

[17:09:05] <+Sven_Wan> You can do something like the door handle fell off the crapper door and 

you were stuck in the dunny 

[17:09:11] <Droidabolus> But your way is easier. 

 [17:09:19] <Droidabolus> Lol 

 [17:09:09] <Droidabolus> Short of taking jeedais weapons I don't think I've ransomed 

[17:09:17] <+Seele[AWAY]> Anyways, little people of the galaxy... 

 [17:09:28] <Droidabolus> Lol 

[17:09:41] <Droidabolus> That's a fat joke right there..... 

[17:09:46] <+Seele[AWAY]> Carry on with whatever busy buzzing it is that makes your lives seem 

so important to yourselves. 

[17:09:54] <%Tabty_Haasza> Screw yourself? 

[17:09:23] <+Seele[AWAY]> I need to go have a shower from hanging out with you peasants for so 

long. 

[17:09:28] <%Tabty_Haasza> I was cool with you and you're talking down until this last 

comment.  Now you're just another prick. 

[17:09:30] <%Tabty_Haasza> Good riddance. 

[17:09:38] <Droidabolus> Lol 

 [17:09:44] <Helen_Hawk> do u need a scrub brush? 



 

 

 [17:09:33] <+Seele[AWAY]> It's the borgouis that are concerned most with their station in life, 

Diab. The upper-class doesn't care, nor do the lower class. >_> 


